Versioning literature recommends that a software firm should always sell only one version of a product with the highest quality unless other factors such as piracy, network externality, or concave cost of producing quality are present. However, software firms universally adopt versioning strategies that are invariant across different market settings. To bridge the gap between theory and practice, this research proposes a vertical differentiated consumer utility model that captures consumer heterogeneity in taste for functionality and preferred level of functionality. While consumers experience disutility if the level of functionality is lower than their preferred level, they do not derive any additional utility if the level of functionality is higher than their preferred level. To that extent, under-provisioning of functionality is costly. This article shows that in a monopolistic market, versioning strategy is always optimal compared with strategies to sell one version to all consumers or only to high type users. Counterintuitively, an increase in the high (low) type users' preferred level of functionality negatively (positively) impacts high type users' surplus. As the preferred level of functionality of high type users increases, functionality level of the high version increases, and the impact on functionality level of the low version depends on the proportion of high type users in the market. On the other hand, as the preferred level of functionality of low type users increases, functionality level of high version remains the same and the impact on functionality level of low version is ambiguous.
Introduction
Versioning 1 is ubiquitous in information goods in general and in software in particular. Many software firms first develop a flagship product with high level functionality and then create different versions by strategically disabling some of the functionality of the flagship product (Ghose & Sundarajan 2005; Gershoff et al. 2011) . These versions are created such that higher versions have additional functionality on top of that of the lower versions. For example, Microsoft offers their operating system Windows 7 in six versions. The flagship version Ultimate has all the functionality of the lower version Enterprise and has some additional functionality. Enterprise version has all the functionality of the lower version Home and some additional functionality. Similarly, Intuit, which specializes in the tax-related software TurboTax, offers five versions of its federal and state tax filing software wherein each lower version has some functionality stripped off from the higher version. The flagship version Business has all the forms and functionality required by mid-size businesses and the lowest version Free Edition has just the simplest tax return (1040EZ).
Versioning is a product-price strategy in which a firm offers different versions of software at different prices such that different "types" of users self-select the version-price pair that is "targeted" to them (Mussa & Rosen 1978; Varian 1998; Shapiro & Varian 1998) . Versioning leads to second-degree price discrimination (Bhargava & Choudhary 2001) and information goods in general and software in particular are easily amenable to it because of two unique characteristics. First, the upfront fixed development cost of the first copy of software is substantial while the production cost of the subsequent copies (the marginal cost of an additional copy) is virtually zero (Shapiro & Varian 1998) . Second, software firms increasingly are adopting modularity design, which makes it easier for them to disable some functionality of the flagship version to create lower quality versions targeted to different market segments at almost negligible cost (Ghose & Sundrarajan 2005; Wei & Nault 2011) . For example, all 1 Software versioning also refers to the practice of assigning unique version numbers to the unique states of the computer wherein these numbers are assigned in increasing order and correspond to new developments in the software (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_versioning). This research refers to versioning as in Shapiro and Varian (1998) , wherein firms "create different versions of the same core of information, based on different buyers' needs." 3 versions of Windows 7 have the same installation media and only the license determines the level of functionality to be installed onto users' computers (Darryl 2010 ).
Product and pricing strategies for information goods such as software are of central interest to the academic community, and the extant literature can be broadly classified into two streams. The first stream of literature concerns the effect of cost structure of producing quality on a firm's product and pricing strategy in a market where users have vertical differentiation in taste for quality (Bhargava & Choudhary 2001 Jones & Mendelson 2011) . This literature maintains that versioning is optimal only when either marginal cost of producing quality is concave or under certain type of consumer heterogeneity in valuation. While Jones and Mendelson (2011) posited that under convex development cost "a monopoly will offer only a single product," Bhargava and Choudhary (2001) found that versioning is profitable
"when highest quality product has the best benefit-to-cost ratio, " and Bhargava and Choudhary (2008) recommended that "versioning is optimal when the optimal market share of the lower-quality version, offered alone, is greater than the optimal market share of the high-quality version, offered alone."
The second stream of literature has studied optimality of versioning strategy in the presence of market characteristics, such as presence of piracy (Wu et al. 2003; Chellappa & Shivendu 2003 Chen & Wu 2008) , presence of network externality (Jing 2000; Cheng & Tang 2010) , existence of outside option (Chen & Seshadri 2007) , multidimensional users' heterogeneity (Lacourbe, et al. 2009; Wei & Nault 2011) , and presence of multiple information goods providers (Wei & Nault 2006) . Table 1 provides a summary of academic recommendations for versioning of information goods. Versioning also has been studied in economics literature and the recommendation has been that versioning is never optimal if the marginal cost of producing different versions is the same (Anderson & Dana 2009; Salant 1989) , which is the case for information goods with zero marginal cost. Software has negligible marginal cost of additional copies; firms remove functionality from the flagship product to create lower functionality versions at almost zero cost. Therefore, cost structure of producing functionality (equivalent of quality) in software does not appear to be a determinant of software firms' versioning strategies. Further, market conditions do not appear to influence software firms' versioning strategies per-se. Versions of software that are present in countries of high average income levels and low piracy rates are also available in countries of low average income levels and high piracy rates. For instance, Microsoft has a worldwide product strategy for Windows operating systems and Windows 7 Professional has the same functionality in the US and Chinese markets. Versioning strategies 5 of software firms also do not appear to be driven by the strength of network externality as firms have similar versioning strategies across software products with high to low network externality strength. For example, users of a particular electronic tax filing software do not necessarily benefit from an increase in the installed base. Nevertheless, TurboTax is available in five versions with increasingly more complex capabilities. Therefore, a significant gap is evident between the business practices adopted in the software industry across different markets and the previous academic findings and recommendations regarding the optimality of versioning strategy.
This paper seeks to bridge the gap between the academic recommendations and ubiquitous business practices of versioning by taking a fresh look at the formulation of consumer utility function for software, rather than focusing on cost structure and market characteristics, which has been the approach in the extant literature. Software consists of functionality based on a set of features that enable users to perform certain tasks. For example, Microsoft product development teams begin the process of new software development by first creating a "vision statement" that provides a list of "user activities that need to be supported by the product features" (Cusumano & Selby 1997) . Software users derive utility by using different functionality to perform different tasks (Wilde & Scully 1995) . Software quality consists of multidimensional attributes like reliability, correctness, and usability (Kitchenham & Pfleeger 1996) .
Thus, when a firm adopts a versioning strategy for software, very often all the versions have the same level of reliability, correctness, and usability, and the only differentiating attribute among the different versions is functionality. To that extent, users perceive software to have higher quality when it has a higher level of functionality. For instance, Windows 7 Professional is perceived to have higher quality than Windows 7 Home because the Professional version includes some additional functionality to that available in the Home version. Therefore, in this conceptualization, software quality is equivalent to the set of functionality as in Nault and Wei (2011) , and the software firm has only one product characteristic to determine-the level of functionality.
In this model, users are heterogeneous not only in their taste for functionality but are also in their preferred level of functionality, as in Raghunathan (2000) . Further, users are indifferent to enhanced functionality beyond their preferred level, as in Ghose and Sundararajan (2005) wherein users derived maximum utility when the quality offered by the monopoly firm matched their marginal valuation for quality, and utility remained constant for any quality level greater than marginal valuation for quality. The conceptualization of consumer utility from software in this research has some similarity to the vertical and horizontal differentiation model of Lacourbe et al. (2009) , in which the firm makes two product characteristic decisions: the level of quality and design taste of the product. Since users derive utility from software by using functionality to accomplish certain tasks, they experience disutility if the level of functionality is lower than their preferred level because they are unable to perform the desired tasks. For example, when corporate users use Windows 7 Professional instead of Window 7 Enterprise, they are unable to perform certain tasks because the Professional version does not have their preferred level of functionality, and as a result of this under-provisioning of functionality, the users experience disutility.
On the other hand, users who neither need nor use functionality beyond their preferred level are indifferent to a higher level of functionality than their preferred level provides. For instance, a user who works in a corporate environment needs printer connectivity in multiple networks. She may feel inconvenienced when using an operating system that does not save her default printer setting for all networks she works with, as she would have to reset the printer setting each time she connects to a different network. Similarly, she may not use UNIX applications' functionality and has no utility from functionality supporting UNIX applications.
The key finding in this research is that a versioning strategy is always optimal for a software monopolist as long as users are heterogeneous in their sensitivity to under-provisioning of functionality and are indifferent to over-provisioning of functionality after a certain preferred level. This finding is new and explains the universal practice of versioning adopted by software firms across different markets and software products. We posit that the driver of versioning strategy across software firms is the way users derive utility from different levels of functionality. Any particular cost structure of producing functionality and market characteristics may impact a firm's versioning strategy, but may not be its determinant as has been the recommendations of extant literature. As software of different types becomes 7 an integral part of users' business and personal activities, preferred level of functionality across different user types is likely to increase in the future. This paper shows that the optimal functionality of the high and the low versions are impacted differently as the preferred level of functionality increases.
Surprisingly, when the proportion of high type users is large, the optimal functionality of the low version decreases as the low type users prefer more functionality. This is so because the firm economizes on information rent to be paid to the high type users by further distorting the functionality level of the low version.
Our contributions are threefold: First, we propose a novel conceptualization of consumer utility that captures consumer heterogeneities in marginal valuation for functionality and preferred level of functionality. By adopting this unique way of formulating utility, we were able to analyze general cases in which the two characteristics of users (marginal valuation for functionality and preferred level of functionality) are independent, whereas previous studies either have considered only one characteristic or have considered the two characteristics as identical. Second, we explain the realistic dynamics of the market for information goods and show why a versioning strategy is always optimal in the context of software when these two consumer characteristics are positively correlated. We recommend that firms take both dimensions of consumer heterogeneity into consideration in designing the optimal product functionality and pricing strategy. Third, we capture the effect of consumer disutility caused by underprovisioning of functionality to users when a software firm adopts a versioning strategy. This conceptualization sheds light on conditions under which a software firm provides low type users a product with less functionality than they prefer, even if the software firm has zero cost of providing them their preferred level of functionality.
We use this framework to study the impact of changes in consumers' preferred level of functionality on the optimal functionality level of the high and the low versions in a versioning strategy.
Counter to intuition, this analysis shows that when the preferred level of functionality of high or low type users increases, distortion of the low version (the difference between the preferred level of functionality of low type users and the functionality of the low version) depends on the distribution of users' 8 characteristics, no matter whether the software firm reduces, increases, or keeps the same degree of functionality. Further, the high type users get lower surplus when they have a higher preferred level of functionality or higher surplus when the low type users have a higher preferred level of functionality. In addition, the optimal functionality of the high version increases as the high type users' preferred level of functionality increases, but is invariant of the low type users' preferred level of functionality. The low type users' surplus is invariant of either type of user's preferred level of functionality.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In §2, we outline our conceptualization of consumer utility function and a monopolist software company's product strategies. In §3, we discuss a software firm's three product strategies and show that a versioning strategy is optimal compared with the other two strategies of selling one version. In §4, we discuss the impact of changes in users' preferred level of functionality on the software firm's optimal versioning strategy. In §5 we analyze some extensions to our model when some of the assumptions are relaxed. We conclude our analysis and provide managerial implications in §6.
Model
In this study, we consider a class of software whose functionality consumers use to accomplish certain tasks and whose versions differ only in the level of functionality. Users derive utility from using a set of functionality of the software (Kekre et al. 1995) and recognize functionality as a measure of quality (Raghunathan 2000; Wei & Nault 2011) . We assume that users have full information about the software's level of functionality. A high version has higher level of functionality as compared with a low version, and without loss of generality, we assume that the high version has all the functionality that the software firm has developed and the low version has a subset of functionality of the high version. . The second dimension of consumer 9 heterogeneity is preferred level of functionality, x . A user perceives the software as providing a set of features, or functionality, which meets her specific needs (Wilde & Scully 1995) ; the preferred level of functionality in our conceptualization is akin to the most preferred quality level for heterogonous software users in Raghunathan (2000) . In this conceptualization, users evaluate software in a task-oriented context akin to Garvin's (1984) A user derives utility from using the software in four distinct parts. First, utility is derived by using the basic functionality that is present in all versions, and all users get utility k from basic functionality (Shivendu & Zhang 2012 . This implies that a user does not derive any additional utility if software has more functionality than her preferred level of functionality. We assume that the users' utility increases at a nonincreasing rate as functionality level of the software increases: The third part of utility depends on how much lower the functionality offered by the firm is compared with the user's preferred level. In our conceptualization, the user suffers a disutility if he employs software with less functionality than his preferred level. A consumer's disutility for underprovisioning of functionality is captured by a function ( , ) 
The fourth part of utility is characterized when i q x  , where ( , ) i H L  , wherein the user's utility remains constant. Note that this characterization implies that the user does not get any utility from having more functionality than he needs and over-provisioning does not create any disutility for the user.
Therefore, a user derives maximum utility when the level of functionality exactly matches his/her
, and utility remains constant even if the software firm provides more functionality than the preferred level. Now, consumer utility can be written as:
Note the following three key features of this utility function ( Figure 1 ): (1) utility is monotonically increasing at a decreasing rate in functionality level for high as well as low type users up to their preferred levels of functionality respectively; (2) users' utility remains constant even if the quality of software increases beyond their preferred levels; and (3) there is an "indifferent quality level" q at which both types of users derive the same utility. Following the literature (Wei & Nault 2006; Chellappa & Shivendu 2005) , the development cost of the first copy of the software, () cq , is convex in the functionality level of the highest version of the software. The convex cost of producing functionality is justified because incorporating additional functionality in software requires more design and testing effort at an increasing rate (Chen & Seshadri 2007) . In other words, to develop a higher level of functionality is increasingly costly,
. Further, we assume () cq is continuous and differentiable for q  . The firm develops the high version of the software with the largest set of functionality and removes some functionality to make the 2 Please see online supplement for the proof of existence of "indifferent functionality level" q . 
Firm's product-price strategies
The firm has three options regarding product-price strategy. Option A is to sell one version to high type users only. The firm's profit function is:
is demand from high type users. The firm's optimization problem is:
IR:
Option B is to sell one version to all users. The firm's profit function is:
The firm's optimization problem is:
Option C is to adopt a versioning strategy in which two functionality-price pairs are offered and users self-select. The firm's profit function is:
And the firm's optimization problem is:
A summary of the notations is provided in Appendix A. We make the following two additional assumptions:
13 A1. The development cost for functionality is relatively small; therefore, it is always optimal for a firm to produce at least the low type users' preferred level of functionality, that is,
. In other words, this assumption implies that irrespective of the firm's adopted product strategy, the rate of increase of benefit to users from functionality is no less than the rate of increase of cost for functionality at the low type users' preferred level of functionality. This implies that the optimal highest functionality   * q offered by the firm is never less than
A2. The high type users' preferred level of functionality is not too large compared with the low type users' preferred level of functionality. The difference in utility between high and low type users is greater than the disutility for under-provisioning of functionality of the high type users when the functionality is set at the low type users' preferred level, that is, ( )(
. This assumption implies that the indifferent functionality level is
Versioning Strategy
The monopolist software firm has three product-price options, as given in §2.1. Before we examine the firm's profits under different options and optimal product-price strategy, we first consider some characteristics of the user utility function and optimal functionality level under the three options.
Since the high type users have a higher preferred level of functionality
, they are more sensitive to under-provisioning of functionality and their utility from software decreases at a faster rate compared with low type users when functionality level decreases.
LEMMA 1: When users experience disutility from under-provisioning of functionality, there exists an indifferent functionality level q such that (i)
For all proofs, see Appendix B (online supplement).
When the software has just the basic functionality, 0 q  , the high and the low type users derive the same utility k , that is,
 , but the high type users incur greater disutility than the low 14 type users because they have higher preferred level of functionality than the low type users,
Thus, the high type users have lower total utility than the low type users at the basic level of functionality. When the level of functionality is at the high type users' preferred level of functionality,
, the high type users have higher total utility than the low type users because they derive higher utility than the low type users,
, and both types incur zero disutility,
Thus, there exists a functionality level, that is, 0 q  , at which both user types have the same utility from using the software as utility is monotonically nondecreasing in level of functionality for both types. We refer to this level of functionality as the indifferent level of functionality q ( Figure 1 ). Since the high type users' preferred level of functionality is higher than the low type users,'
at any functionality level lower than q , the high type users derive higher utility but incur more disutility than the low type users, such that total utility of high types is lower than that of low types. Referring to the example of multi-printer connectivity, both Windows Professional and Ultimate have the functionality of saving the user's default printer setting for different networks while Windows Home does not. The corporate user may have more valuation for functionality provided by Windows Home than a user who uses it only at home and connects to one printer. However, the corporate user may have a lower total utility for Windows Home than the home user if she incurs too much inconvenience for resetting the printer setting many times a day.
Before deciding the functionality-price menu under the three product strategies, the firm determines the highest level of functionality to be produced under each strategy. In our model, the utility derived by high type users is constant
if the software's functionality level is higher than the high type user's preferred level, that is,
. This implies that an increase in the level of functionality beyond the preferred level H x does not lead to any increase in the high type user's valuation. Nonetheless, the firm incurs a development cost for the increase of the functionality. Therefore, the firm will never set the level of functionality of the high version more than the preferred level of the high type user's because that would lead to some increase in cost without any increase in revenue. 
When the software firm adopts the product strategy of selling only to high type users, the optimal functionality is set at the level at which the marginal cost of functionality equals the marginal benefit of functionality for the high type users, weighted by the proportion of high type users. As the proportion of high type users increases, the firm has an incentive to increase the level of functionality of software because the increase in revenue outweighs the increase in development cost of more functionality. When the firm adopts the product strategy of selling to all users, the optimal functionality level is set at
The economic intuition is that the marginal benefit of functionality is greater than the marginal cost at any level of functionality that is lower than the low type users' preferred level L x (Assumption 1). Since consumer valuation remains constant when L q x  , the firm has no gain in producing functionality greater than the low type users' preferred level of functionality.
When the software firm adopts a versioning strategy, the optimal functionality level of the high version is the same as the optimal functionality level given in Lemma 2 (A). The economic intuition behind this result is as follows: The optimal level of functionality is determined by the tradeoff between the marginal benefit of functionality and the marginal cost of functionality and at the optimal functionality level, marginal cost equals marginal benefit. This tradeoff is the same under both options, selling only to high type users or adopting a versioning strategy. 
, the optimal functionality level of the low version is
, the optimal functionality level of the low version is bound within [ , ] L q x  , such that
q solves the first-order condition given by . The economic intuition is that in this range, the marginal benefit of functionality for the low type users' valuation is greater than the marginal effect on information rent to be paid to the high type users to maintain incentive compatibility. Therefore, it is optimal for the firm to offer the low version (Raghunathan 2000; Belleflamme 2002 ). In the presence of the low version, the high type users pay less for the high version as they get information rent, but the low type users, who previously did not find the high version attractive, buy the low version. The firm provides information rent to the high type users by reducing the price of the high version so that the high type users receive the same net surplus from buying either of the versions, and therefore, do not switch from buying the high version to the low version. The information rent increases as the difference in functionality of the two versions decreases. As the level of functionality offered to low type users increases (up to L x ), revenue from the low type users increases, but revenue from the high type users decreases because the firm pays more information rent to the high type users. The firm determines an optimal level of functionality of the low version (Lemma 3) and the price of the high version by balancing these two opposite effects.
PROPOSITION 2: When users experience disutility from under-provisioning of functionality, versioning strategy dominates the product strategies of selling only to the high type users or selling to all users.
The economic intuition of Proposition 2 is as follows: Compared with the product strategy of selling to all users, a versioning strategy with no functionality distortion of the low version has the same revenue from low type users, but higher revenue from high type users, after adjusting for higher . While the optimal revenue for a strategy of selling to all users is constant, the optimal revenue for a versioning strategy increases as the proportion of high type users increases in the market. Thus, when the proportion of high users is relatively higher,
also a versioning strategy will be the dominant strategy. Therefore, a versioning strategy always dominates a product strategy of selling to all users. Since the firm provides some information rent to the high type users to incentivize them to refrain from switching to the low version, the high type users are charged a lower price under a versioning strategy than under a product strategy of selling only to high type users, although the optimal functionality level of the high version is the same under both product strategies, that is,
Consequently, the optimal revenue from the high type users under a versioning strategy is lower than under a strategy of selling only to high type users. Nevertheless, the gain in revenue from low type users more than compensates for this loss of revenue from high type users, when the proportion of high type users is relatively low,    , the price of the high version is same as under the strategy of selling only to high type users. Therefore, the firm generates the same revenue from high type users and some additional revenue from low type users under a versioning strategy compared with a strategy of selling only to high type users. Therefore, revenue is strictly higher under a versioning strategy compared with a product strategy of selling only to high type users, a result that holds even when the common utility of basic functionality between the two versions is zero, 0 k  . Figure 3 graphically shows profits under the three product-price strategies and the dominance of a versioning strategy. As the high type users' preferred functionality level increases, these users become more sensitive to under-provisioning as their disutility from under-provisioning increases. This implies that high type users are less attracted to the low version, which has two effects. First, the indifferent functionality level, q , at which both types have the same total utility from software, increases. Second, the firm increases the level of functionality of the low version, which leads to a smaller functionality distortion of the low version to increase revenue from low type users.
However, as high type users' preferred level of functionality increases, they become more sensitive to changes in the functionality level of the low version. As a result, the firm starts reducing the low version's level of functionality from the preferred functionality level of low type users, Combining the changes on 2  and 1  , the overall effect is that the condition on the proportion of high type users in the market for the firm's providing some functionality distortion is less restrictive, but the changes in magnitude of functionality distortion is mixed. When there are few high type users (small  ), the low type users continue to receive the same level of functionality L x (no functionality distortion) even when the high type users' preferred level of functionality increases. This occurs simply because there are not enough high type users to make any impact on the overall strategy. When there are a relatively moderate number of high type users, the low type users who originally received zero functionality distortion or some functionality distortion receive more distortion as the high type users' preferred level of functionality H x increases. The economic intuition is as follows: Since high type users are now more sensitive to changes in functionality level of the low version, the firm gains more revenue by reducing information rent to the high type users by distorting functionality of the low version than losing revenue from the low type users by lowering the functionality level of the low version. When the proportion of high type users is relatively high (large  ), low type users get the low version at a indifferent functionality level q . As H x increases, the indifferent quality level increases, and therefore, when  is high, the low type users get less functionality distortion. This is because the firm is better off producing the low version at a higher functionality level without paying any rent to high type users. 
In Figure 4 , we illustrate the impact of changes in preferred functionality level of the high type users ( On the other hand, an increase in high type users' preferred level of functionality has a positive impact on the high version's optimal level of functionality. The economic intuition is easy to see: As H x increases, the marginal effect of functionality on high type users' valuation increases, though the marginal effect on development cost remains the same. Therefore, the firm has an incentive to provide the high version of a higher level of functionality. On the other hand, surprisingly, the information rent to high type users decreases when the high type users' preferred level of functionality increases. In Figure 4 , the information rent decreases as the high type users preferred level of functionality increases from 
less distortion more distortion no distortion HAB 23 HC x . As high type users' preferred level of functionality increases, these users become more sensitive to under-provisioning of functionality and less inclined to switch to the low version. And the firm provides less information rent to high type users to incentivize them to refrain from switching to the low version. It is counter to intuition that high type users would get lower information rent because one may think that the high type users would be better off when they prefer a higher level of functionality. But when the high type users' preferred level of functionality increases, they get a higher functionality level, the range of proportion of high type users in the market when they get information rent is narrower, and the amount of information rent decreases. Therefore, the high type users' consumer surplus declines. Changes in the low type users' preferred level of functionality has the opposite impact on the optimal level of functionality of the low version as compared with the changes in the preferred level of functionality of high type users. The indifferent level of functionality q decreases as the low type users incur more disutility from under-provisioning of functionality when their preferred level of functionality increases. As a result, the range of the optimal level of functionality of the low version, [ , ] L q x  , widens.
Moreover, since the low type users are more sensitive to under-provisioning of functionality, the marginal effect of functionality on revenue from the low type users increases as the low type users' preferred level of functionality increases. Therefore, the two threshold proportions of the high type users in the market increase when L x increases. 
(a) increases if proportion of high type users is large, and (b) decreases if proportion of high type users is moderate, and (c) does not change if proportion of high type users is small, (ii) there is no impact on the optimal level of functionality of high version
* D VH q ,
and (iii) consumer surplus of high type users increases.
The firm's decision whether to reduce or increase functionality distortion when the low type users' preferred level of functionality increases depends on the distribution of high type users in the market in exactly the opposite way as an increase in the high type users' preferred level of functionality, discussed in Proportion 3. In Figure 5 , we illustrate the impact of preferred functionality level of low type users on the optimal functionality level of the low version. 
The preferred level of functionality of low type users has no impact on the optimal level of functionality of the high version because the firm sets the functionality of the high version at a level where the marginal cost of functionality equals the marginal benefit of functionality to the high type users,
weighted by the proportion of the high type users and independent of the characteristics of the low type users. Nevertheless, the information rent to high type users is impacted. In Figure 5 , within the range of
, the firm pays more information rent to each individual high type user and increases the functionality level of the low version as the low type users' preferred functionality level increases. The information rent that an individual high type user gets is minimized to zero when the optimal functionality level of the low version is at q when
And the upper threshold proportion of high type users, 1  , increases as the preferred functionality level of the low type users increases. Therefore, it is counterintuitive that when the low type users prefer a higher level of functionality, the high type users are better off as they get more information rent for the high version with the same level of functionality.
The intuition is as follows: The firm has an incentive to raise the functionality level of the low version since the low type users are more sensitive to under-provisioning of functionality as they prefer a higher level of functionality. The firm has to raise information rent to the high type users to keep them from buying the low version with the improved level of functionality. Nevertheless, the firm gains more in the revenue from the low type users than it loses in information rent to the high type users. Further, there is no change in the low type users' surplus as they get no information rent. To conclude, as the low type users' preferred level of functionality increases, the consumer surplus of low type consumers remains the same, the price of the high version decreases, and the consumer surplus of high type users increases.
To summarize, as the high type users prefer a higher level of functionality, (i) the condition on functionality distortion of the low version is less restrictive ( 2 1   increases), (ii) functionality distortion of the low version depends on the distribution of high type users in the market, (iii) the optimal functionality level of the high version (
q ) is greater, (iv) the condition for an individual high type user's getting some information rent is more restrictive ( 1  increases), and (v) the amount of information rent is smaller. These findings imply that when the high type users prefer a higher functionality level, the firm would increase, decrease, or maintain the magnitude of functionality distortion to the low type users depending upon the proportion of high type users in the market, and the firm may start distorting the 26 functionality of the low version at a smaller proportion of high type users in the population. The high type users receive more functionality but get a lower or zero information rent. On the other hand, the impact of an increase in low type users' preferred level of functionality has the opposite effects, except it has no impact on the optimal level of functionality of the high version.
Some Extensions
In §3 and §4, we discussed the product and pricing strategy of a software firm when users suffer disutility from under-provisioning of functionality. We also assumed that the cost of developing functionality and utility to users from functionality is such that the software firm always produces software with higher functionality than the low type users' preferred level of functionality,
(assumption A1), and that the high type users' preferred level of functionality is not too large compared with the low type users' such that the indifferent functionality level is lower than the low type users' preferred level of functionality,
In this section, we analyze the optimality of a versioning strategy when users suffer no disutility from under-provisioning, when the cost of developing functionality is relatively high (A1 is relaxed), or the preferred level of functionality of the low type users is smaller than the indifferent functionality level (A2 is relaxed).
No consumer disutility from under-provisioning of functionality
We consider the case in which users have no disutility from under-provisioning of functionality,
. When the firm adopts the product strategy of selling only to high type users, the optimal functionality is lower than when users experience disutility from underprovisioning of functionality. The firm will still set the level of functionality of the high version at the level at which the marginal cost of functionality equals the marginal benefit to the high type users, weighted by the proportion of high type users. But the firm has less incentive to provide a higher level of functionality to the high type users because they are less sensitive to under-provisioning of functionality.
When the firm adopts a product strategy of selling to all users, the optimal functionality level is never higher than the preferred level of low type users L x for the same economic intuition as in §3.
Under a versioning strategy, the firm sets the optimal functionality level of the high version at the same level as when it sells only to high type users. The firm chooses the optimal level of functionality of the low version by trading off the decrease in revenue from having to pay information rent to the high type users in the presence of low version and the increase in revenue from the low type users as the full market is covered. When there are relatively more high type users in the market, When users do not experience disutility from under-provisioning of functionality, a versioning strategy always dominates the product strategy of selling to all users (Option B). The intuition is the same as in §3 in which consumers experience disutility for under-provisioning of functionality. When the proportion of high type users is relatively low
, a versioning strategy generates the same revenue from low type users, because there is no distortion in the functionality level of the low version, but more revenue from high type users compared with a strategy of selling to all users. And when there is a relatively high proportion of high type users
, the firm's gain in revenue from the high type users is more than the loss in revenue from the low type users (as the functionality level of the low version is distorted downwards) under a versioning strategy than under a strategy of selling to all users.
Moreover, when users experience no disutility of under-provisioning, a versioning strategy weakly dominates a product strategy of selling only to high type users (Option A). Under a strategy of selling only to high type users, the firm sets the optimal level of functionality at 
, the firm sets the optimal level of functionality of the high version at * VH q and the optimal level of functionality of the low version is set at the basic level. Thus, the firm is able to charge the same price to high type consumers and generate the same profit under both strategies. When there are more low type users in the market,
, the firm sets the optimal level of functionality of the high version at * VH q and the optimal level of functionality of the low version at L x . Because the gain in revenue from the low type users is more than the loss in revenue from payment of information rent to the high type users, the firm's profit is higher under a versioning strategy compared with a product strategy of selling only to high type users. 
The firm's optimal product strategy balances the effect of the low versions' level of functionality on the information rent paid to high type users, and the revenue from the low type users by covering the entire market. Profits under the three product strategies are shown in Figure 6 . The optimal profit under a versioning strategy and the optimal profit under a strategy of selling only to high type users increase but the optimal profit under a strategy of selling to all users is constant as the proportion of high type users  increases. As the proportion of the high type users in the market increases, the firm reduces the level of functionality of the low version. When the proportion of high type users is above the critical proportion, 
When there is no common utility for the basic functionality across both the versions,
versioning strategy still weakly dominates the other two product strategies. When the proportion of high type users is large, the firm sets the functionality level of the low version at zero to minimize information rent to high type users. In that case, a versioning strategy is effectively the same as a product strategy of selling one version at * H q to high type users only, and a versioning strategy weakly dominates the other two product strategies.
Cost of developing functionality is relatively high 30
Next, we relax the assumption A1 that
. It implies that the optimal level of functionality under a product strategy of selling to high type users only or to all users may be less than 
Discussion
In this paper we examined the optimality of a versioning strategy for a profit maximizing monopolist software firm by developing a novel consumer utility model that captures consumer heterogeneity in two dimensions, namely marginal valuation for functionality and preferred level of functionality. In this stylized model, two effects are associated with the consumer preferred level of functionality: (a) users experience constant utility even if the functionality of software increases beyond their preferred level, and (b) they experience disutility if the functionality of software is less than their preferred level. We showed that a versioning strategy is always optimal compared with product strategies of selling one version to the high type users only or to all users in the market. This result is consistent with the software industry's ubiquitous practice of versioning, but is at variance from recommendations from the literature shown in Table 1 . The economic intuition for this finding is as follows: When the firm adopts a strategy of selling to all users, the profit is limited by the low type users' preferred level of functionality as users derive no additional utility from functionality beyond their preferred level. When the firm adopts a strategy of selling a high version to the high type users only, profit is limited because only part of the market is covered. The high type users incur more disutility from under-provisioning of functionality than the low type users as the preferred level of functionality of high type users is higher.
This implies that the firm needs to pay lower information rent to the high type users in the presence of the low version. A versioning strategy dominates a strategy of selling a high version only to high type users because of savings in information rent. Moreover, under some conditions, the firm pays no information rent and can even achieve first-degree price discrimination whenever the optimal functionality level of the low version equals the "indifferent functionality level." The firm always produces the high version at the optimal level of functionality, although the low version's functionality level is distorted downwards if the proportion of high type users is relatively high as a result of information rent and efficiency tradeoffs.
We also examined the impact of increases in the preferred functionality level of both types of users on the optimal functionality level and price under a versioning strategy. When the high type users' preferred level of functionality increases, the high type consumers are more sensitive to underprovisioning of functionality and less inclined to buying the low version. This makes it possible for the firm to offer higher level of functionality, but pay lower information rent to the high type users. This implies that though the functionality level and profit of the firm increases, consumer surplus decreases.
The impact of increase in the high type users preferred level of functionality on the optimal functionality level of the low version is ambiguous and is determined by the distribution of users' taste for functionality.
On the other hand, when the low type users' preferred level of functionality increases, they are more sensitive to under-provisioning of functionality. Since any increase in the level of functionality of the low version implies that the high type users get more information rent, the distribution of users' taste for functionality in the market determines whether the low type users receive an increase, a decrease, or no change in level of functionality of the low version. Any increase in the preferred functionality level of the low type users has no impact on the optimal functionality level of the high version.
Extant literature in information systems has focused on either cost structure of developing quality or market characteristics like the presence of piracy or network externality to study the efficacy of a versioning strategy. In the absence of specific market characteristics, the recommendation has been that it is suboptimal to offer versions of information goods like software where the development cost is convex and the marginal cost of producing additional copies is negligible (Bhargava & Choudhary 2001 Jones & Mendelson 2011) . In this research, we reexamined the consumer utility function and posited that users derive utility from the level of functionality in software in a task-oriented setting. This conceptualization of utility function for software users is unique and also allows us to study software firm's product-pricing strategies in which under-provisioning is costly and over-provisioning is useless. Our user utility model borrows different parts from literature -utility from basic functionality (Shivendu & Zhang 2012) , utility from using functionality (Bhargava & Choudhary 2001; Moorthy & Png 1992) , preferred level of functionality and costly under-provisioning (Ranghunathan 2000), and useless overprovisioning (Ghose & Sundararajan 2005 ) -and integrates to provide an overall mapping from the level of functionality to user utility. This conceptualization of consumer utility is one of the key theoretical contributions of this research and may be used to study the impact of cost structure and other product and market characteristics on the versioning strategy.
To distinguish our conceptualization of utility from other models of vertical differentiation, we refer back to the multi-printers connectivity example discussed in §1 and §3. A corporate user whose job requires printer connectivity in multiple networks would have the same valuation for Windows Professional and Ultimate, which both have the functionality of remembering the default printer setting for different networks, but Ultimate offers more functionality than she needs-support for UNIX applications. Moreover, users are dissatisfied when software does not deliver the functionality that they need to perform tasks. The corporate user will be dissatisfied with Windows Home, which retains printer settings only for one network, because she would have to reset the default printer setting each time she connects her PC to a different network. However, a home user who only connects to the network at home will find the functionality of remembering the default printer setting for different networks useless. In this instance, the corporate user is more dissatisfied than the home user by Windows Home. This disutility from under-provisioning of functionality effectively allows the firm to separate the users who have different needs for software functionality with lower information rent, which makes a versioning strategy more profitable compared with a single version strategy. Our analytical framework explains business practices widely adopted by general-purpose software firms like Microsoft and Intuit to offer inferior products by strategically removing features from the flagship product.
This research provides key insights to managers to help them to develop optimal product-pricing strategies for information goods like software and information services from which users derive utility in a task-oriented context. Even though the firm can provide a low version with low type users' preferred level of functionality, it is often beneficial to distort the level of functionality of low version downwards to save on information rent. This research provides guidelines for adjusting functionality-price decisions as the high or the low type users' preferred levels of functionality increase over time. More specifically, when there is a shift in users' preferred levels of functionality, firms may need to adjust the degree of functionality distortion of the low version to avoid either any loss of revenue from low type users or any 35 overpayment of information rent to high type users. Managers also need to be aware that the optimal degree of functionality distortion in the low version depends on the proportion of high type users in the market, and the firm may accordingly adjust the low version's functionality level in different markets.
We made some assumptions regarding the users' preferred level of functionality and cost of development to build the framework for analysis. Later in §5, we showed that a versioning strategy often dominates other product strategies even when these assumptions are relaxed. We identified the setting in which a single version to all users may dominate-when the cost of producing quality is too high and the preferred level of functionality for high type users is too large compared with low type users. We assumed the users had full information about the level of functionality in both the high and low versions, though in reality, users often may be uncertain about the true level of functionality and a potential future research project may be to allow uncertainty in the utility model. We assumed that over-provisioning is useless, it also may be costly when users have some resource constraints, as in Chellappa and Mehra (2011) , or are inconvenienced by too much functionality. Future research may examine versioning strategies under costly over-provisioning, which may shed some light on theoretical understanding of the widespread creation of bloatware 3 .
